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 16 December’2020 

 

2nd Provisional Waiting List 2020-21 
              MA History 

 

The following students have been considered eligible for provisional admission to the MA History 
programmes at Dr. B.R Ambedkar University Delhi. 

It is mandatory for the applicants to upload the documents/ pay fees as per the schedule mentioned 
in the table below. 

 
 

Uploading of Document Payment of fees through admission portal* 

 16th to 18th of December’ 2020  
     (till 11:59:59 pm) 

19th of December’ 2020 onwards. As and 
when the seats get vacant till the last date 
of admission. 

 

*For applicants whose documents are verified by the Admission Committee. Payment tab 

will be available on 19th of December’ 2020 onwards as and when the seats get vacant till 

the last date of admission at the Admission portal 2020-21. Also a message for payment of 

fee will be sent on registered email and mobile number filled by the applicant at the time of 

registration. 

 

The applicant will forfeit the provision admission if below mentioned documents are not 

uploaded within the stipulated time frame. 

Documents required to be uploaded as per admission calendar schedule 

(i) Mark sheet and certificate of the qualifying examination i.e. Graduation or equivalent, 
proof of CGPA Conversion (if applicable) to be uploaded in one single file) as per the 
stipulated date and time as mentioned above. 

 
(ii) Class X Certificate in support of date of birth proof 

 
Note: The names on the certificates, BA mark sheet and caste certificate should be exactly same; 
otherwise an affidavit for the same has to be sent on pgverification@aud.ac.in within stipulated 
time as mention above. 

Fees 
Category SC, ST and PWD Other than SC, ST and PwD 

Tuition Fees Nil 26880 

Student Welfare fund 500 500 

EMC/II/CCC/PE/DI ----- ----- 

Caution deposit 5000 5000 

Total Fees to be paid online 5500 32380 

 
EMC: Extra Mural Cost; II: Industry Interface; CCC: Co Curricular Costs; PE: Programme Enhancement; 
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DI: Dissertation 
 
The applicants can pay their fees online through available payment modes at admission portal. 

 

The applicants whose names appear in the provisional list as below in the order of merit are 

hereby called for admission to MA History programmes for the session 2020-21. The merit has 

been determined on the basis of marks obtained in the CBT and Interview. 

 

Note: 

 

1. The list is provisional.  

 
2. Calling of the applicants for uploading the documents shall not be construed as 

entitlement for admission. Greater number of applicants than the seats available, have 

been called to ensure that seats do not remain vacant. In case, an applicant fails to upload 

the requisite documents and payment of fees is not done within the prescribed time limit 

as mentioned, the seat will be offered to the next applicant in the merit list as per his/ 

her eligible category. 

 
3. All applicants listed in the list are requested to keep visiting the University website, PG 

Admissions page for updates on day to day basis. 

 
4. Admissions will be offered strictly in the order of the updated merit list. 

 

5. Applicants called as per first the provisional admission list, who fail to upload the requisite 

documents or payment of fee is not done within the prescribed time limit will not be 

considered in the subsequent list.  

 
6. The applicant will be admitted to the programme on the basis of the merit list, eligibility 

criteria and availability of seats in each programme. 

 
7. The entire process of uploading/furnishing documents, verification of document, payment 

of fee and admissions is ONLINE. No applicant or any of their Guardians/relatives will be 

physically allowed at the University Campus for admission process or submitting any 

document. 

 
8. Applicants in their own interest who have uploaded reservation certificates for availing 

reservation benefits (SC/ST/OBC/Defence/EWS/SGC/KM/PwD) at the time of registration 

at AUD portal are requested to check the AUD website for the discrepancy list for 

ascertaining the category considered by the University as per reservation policy mentioned 

in Admission Brochure 2020-21 and other circulars/notices/instructions uploaded on AUD 

Website on or before the start of admissions/document verification. It will be the 
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responsibility of the applicant to rectify the discrepancy within the prescribed time limits. 

No claim for admissions, whatsoever, will lie on AUD, if applicant fail to upload the 

requisite documents within prescribed time. 

 
9. Those applicants whose caste certificate are not in order and his/her name appears in the 

provisional admission list, needs to send the certificate (only reservation certificate) again 

at pgverification@aud.ac.in, as per the timeline mentioned. 

 

10. Physical verification of all documents will be done later. The candidature of all applicants 

in the whole admission process is “PURELY PROVISIONAL” pending scrutiny of eligibility as 

mentioned in the Admission Brochure 2020-21 for the programme. In case, it is found at 

any stage of admission that the applicant does not fulfill the eligibility criteria and any 

information/document provided by the applicant is found to be false or is not in 

conformity with the eligibility criteria mentioned in the Admission Brochure 2020-21 

including Age, Caste Category, Sub-Category, Educational Qualification, etc. the 

candidature of such a applicant will summarily be rejected at any stage of admission 

process and even after admissions. 

 

11. It is extremely important that applicants pay the fee within the timeframe allocated, 

failing which it will be concluded that the applicant is not interested in the programme 

applied and the admission will be automatically cancelled. 

 
12. The procedure for uploading the requisite documents by the applicant must be completed 

within the stipulated time interval as notified in the provisional admission list, failing 

which the applicant will lose the opportunity for admissions in the Dr B.R. Ambedkar 

University Delhi.  

 
It is the responsibility of the applicant to check if the documents have been uploaded properly, 

otherwise application will be rejected. 

 

13.     With reference to the clause mentioned at point no. 3 page 40 of the admission brochure, it may 

be noted that "The merit list is drawn on the basis of computer based test (CBT) and interview 

conducted by the university. In case of same final score for deciding merit, date of birth will be 

considered; the candidate older in age will be treated higher in merit."  

  

14.     The eligible applicants being offered admission as per the merit list will be allowed to make 

payment of fees on 19th of December’ 2020 onwards. As and when the seats get vacant till 

the last date of admission. failing which the seat will be offered to the next eligible applicant. 

 

15.     Any vacancy occurring subsequently due to withdrawal / cancellation of admission in the 

respective categories will be notified as seat vacancy and will be filled as per merit in the category. 

All stakeholders are requested to keep visiting University website admission notifications regularly 
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as subsequent vacancies (if any) will be notified on the website only. 

 
 
 

 
Waiting List 

 

 
Form No Name 

 
NCT-UR 

 1 2020PG00005691 upmanyu  gosain 

2 2020PG00002674 Jayati  Srivastava 

3 2020PG00005809 
Deependra Pratap 
Singh 

4 2020PG00003153 Shaifali 

5 2020PG00000561 Mariam Afsar  Alam 

6 2020PG00003385 Kartik Mohan Dogra 

7 2020PG00001159 Jestin  A Joji 

8 2020PG00000192 Shivanjali  Tiwari 

9 2020PG00000061 Satyam  Yadav 

10 2020PG00002790 SUNNY  KUMAR 

11 2020PG00004021 moahammad asif  khan 

12 2020PG00004819 SHREYA  KASHYAP 

13 2020PG00001930 Rennee  Chaitanya 

14 2020PG00001816 Ria   Kaushik 

15 2020PG00004562 Chandan  Gupta 

16 2020PG00000923 Akasha  Usmani 

 
NCT-SC 

 17 2020PG00003472 Manashi  Saikia 

18 2020PG00000225 NEELKAMAL 

19 2020PG00001825 ADITYA  CHOUHAN 

20 2020PG00003253 MAHAK  BANYALA 

21 2020PG00005344 Sourabh  Sood 

 
NCT-ST 

 22 2020PG00001741 MUZAMMIL  HUSSAIN 

23 2020PG00000188 Topi Nonie Bagra 

24 2020PG00004477 Dechen   Dolkar 

 
ONCT-UR 

 25 2020PG00005766 DOLLY  SAIKIA 

26 2020PG00005781 Sania Muzamil 

27 2020PG00005039 Ngampan   Lukham 

28 2020PG00003851 
Yurthingchon  
Mayashang 

29 2020PG00002196 Shashwat  Singh 

 
ONCT-ST 

 30 2020PG00003774 Medina  Tayeng 
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Single Girl Child 

 31 2020PG00003912 CELINE MARY GEORGE 

 

 

Dean, SS 
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